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While forced induction strategies such as turbocharging can increase the power output
and extend the load limit of engines operating on low temperature combustion strategies
such as reactivity controlled compression ignition, the low exhaust enthalpy prevalent in
these strategies requires the use of high backpressures to attain high turbocharger
efficiencies, leading to high pumping losses and in turn poor fuel economy. Hence,
there is a need to improve the exhaust energy utilization by the turbocharger such that
the negative effects of the high backpressure requirements are offset. One turbocharger
operating strategy that has the potential to enhance exhaust enthalpy conversion by the
turbine is active control turbocharging (ACT), in which the rack position of a variable
geometry turbocharger (VGT) is actuated using a continuously varying sinusoidal signal
whose frequency is proportional to engine speed. In this study, the impact of ACT on
turbocharger performance and fuel economy of a light-duty reactivity controlled
compression ignition engine equipped with a VGT is investigated through coupled GT-
POWER/KIVA-3V simulations at a medium-load cruise operating condition. A design of
experiments study was executed in which the rack position amplitude and phase angle
were independently varied, and the turbine efficiency, compressor efficiency, crankshaft
torque, and brake specific fuel consumption were tracked for each run. The results show
that ACT operation significantly increased the torque output while improving fuel economy
over baseline VGT operation, but the range of actuation signal amplitude ratio was limited
to 40% of the maximum amplitude possible due to peak cylinder pressure and peak
pressure rise rate constraints. It is also shown that the impact of signal phase angle on
turbocharger efficiency and overall system performance is not as significant as the
amplitude ratio. The best fuel economy improvement over the baseline VGT operation
at cruise conditions was observed at 40% amplitude ratio and 0° phase angle, and this
value was 2.8%.
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INTRODUCTION

The transportation sector is one of the largest contributors to
greenhouse gas emissions, accounting for 29% of total emissions
in the United States in 2017 (U.S. EPA, 2019); this number is
expected to increase in the future due to the increased demand for
travel. To mitigate the impact of these emissions, government
regulations for vehicular greenhouse gas limits are becoming
more stringent, calling for significant reductions in tailpipe
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions and radical improvements in
fuel economy through the use of novel engine technologies. One
such technology that has attracted significant attention is low
temperature combustion (LTC). Due to lean fuel-air equivalence
ratios and the relatively lower temperatures reached at the end of
combustion, LTC strategies such as homogeneous charge
compression ignition (HCCI) (Najt and Foster, 1983; Thring,
1989), partially premixed combustion (PPC) (Iwabuchi et al.,
1999; Okude et al., 2004), and reactivity controlled compression
ignition (RCCI) (Hanson et al., 2010; Kokjohn et al., 2011) are
able to deliver significant gains in fuel economy and lower oxides
of nitrogen (NOx) and soot emissions over conventional diesel
and spark ignited (SI) combustion strategies (Caton, 2011).

Despite the aforementioned benefits offered by LTC
strategies, major operational challenges such as high unburnt
hydrocarbon (UHC) emissions at near-idle load conditions and
heat release controllability at high loads hinder the introduction
of such strategies in production engines. Controlling the heat
release at high loads is especially a problem because it limits the
maximum load limit that can be achieved by such engines
(Shaver, 2008; Yun et al., 2010). To allow smooth high load LTC
operation, it is necessary to use forced induction strategies such
as turbocharging and supercharging in combination with
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) so as to increase the
working fluid quantity while diluting the fuel-charge mixture
for a more controlled heat release at higher loads (Dec and
Yang, 2010). Forced induction strategies however come with
their own set of drawbacks. Due to the low exhaust gas enthalpy
that is prevalent in LTC strategies, it is necessary to use small
turbochargers for efficient exhaust energy conversion, which
leads to high engine backpressures that in turn contribute to
large pumping losses and poor fuel economy (Olsson et al.,
2001).

Numerous strategies have been investigated to increase the
load limit via forced induction while keeping pumping losses low
so as to obtain a fuel economy benefit. Mamalis et al. (2010)
compared different compressor configurations from a
multicylinder HCCI engine through cycle simulations to
determine the ideal boosting setup for HCCI operation. They
found that a two-stage turbocharger configuration provided the
greatest boost quantity but resulted in the highest pumping work,
while a supercharger provided the highest net indicated efficiency
due to low pumping work but the lowest brake efficiency due to
parasitic losses at the crankshaft. Shingne et al. (2011) compared
the two-stage turbocharger configuration to a twincharger
(turbocharger–supercharger) configuration for HCCI and
discovered that for the same quantity of fresh intake charge
inducted for both configurations, the twincharger

configuration gave better fuel economy. Wilhelmsson et al.
(2007) demonstrated that a variable geometry turbocharger
(VGT) helped mitigate pumping losses through a well-defined
operating strategy to apply just the right quantity of boost, rather
than “overboosting.” Wilhelmsson’s findings were further
verified and validated by Taritas and Sjeric (2014) and
Mamalis et al. (2012), both showed that the VGT vane
position (or rack position) can function as a control knob to
obtain sufficient boost while regulating backpressure by
appropriately varying the aspect ratio (A/R Ratio) of the turbine.

The aforementioned studies demonstrate that it is more
beneficial to use a VGT for LTC applications than other
forced induction systems as it allows one to appropriately
regulate the turbocharger behavior for more precise control of
both the boost pressure and engine backpressure. However, due
to the pulsating nature of the exhaust flow from the cylinders, in
reality, the flow conditions at the turbine inlet are constantly
changing within an engine cycle, and therefore fixing the rack
position in a VGT does not allow the turbine to efficiently utilize
the exhaust energy throughout the cycle. It is therefore necessary
to develop advanced control strategies that can further improve
the exhaust energy utilization by the turbine for improved
turbocharger efficiency and overall engine fuel economy.

One such advanced control strategy is active control
turbocharging (ACT), conceptualized by Rajoo and Martinez-
Botas (2007), Rajoo et al. (2014), Pesiridis (2012a), and Pesiridis
(2012b) at Imperial College London. In this strategy, the rack
position of the VGT is continuously varied by a sinusoidal signal
such that the turbine inlet area at any given instant is optimized to
the conditions of the exhaust pulses arriving at the turbine inlet.
The frequency of the sinusoidal signal is proportional to engine
speed, and by appropriately adjusting the amplitude and phase
angle of the signal, the turbine inlet area can be optimized
continuously, allowing the turbine to more efficiently extract
energy from the lower pressure regions of the exhaust pulse. This
in turn allows an increase in turbine power and efficiency and an
overall increase in engine power. Numerous studies by the
aforementioned authors showed that for a heavy-duty diesel
engine, ACT was able to increase brake power between 3 and
7% over a traditional VGT (Rajoo et al., 2014). Further follow-up
studies by Pesiridis et al. (2011) also showed that a medium duty
8-L diesel engine using an ACT could match or, at some operating
points, exceed the power rating of a 10-L heavy-duty diesel engine
equipped with a VGT.

Thus far, the potential of ACT has only been examined for
conventional diesel engines but has not been evaluated for LTC
engine concepts. Hence, the objective of this study is to examine
the impact of ACT on the combustion performance and
emissions, as well as the turbocharger performance of a light-
duty engine running on LTC, specifically RCCI. This study
presents simulation results from a one-dimensional gas
dynamics model coupled to an in-cylinder computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) model on the behavior of a light-duty RCCI
engine system equipped with an active control turbocharger. The
ACT concept theory is first presented, followed by the model
calibration procedure and simulation methodology. Thereafter,
the simulation results are analyzed and discussed, and the results
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obtained from this study are compared with those from previous
ACT studies in the literature.

ACTIVE CONTROL TURBOCHARGING
(ACT) THEORY

As mentioned in the introduction, active control turbocharging
(ACT) involves actively varying the rack position of the VGT
vanes using a sinusoidal wave signal. The objective of
continuously adjusting the rack position is to ensure that the
turbine inlet area at any given point in an engine cycle is
optimized to the instantaneous exhaust pulse arriving at the
turbine inlet for maximum exhaust energy utilization. The
equation of the sinusoidal signal is a modified version of the
one used by Pesiridis (2012a) and is as follows:

kACT(t) � kACT,min + (kmax,ACT − kmin,ACT) · [1 − sin(ωt + ϕ)],
where kACT,max and kACT,min are the maximum and minimum
ACT rack positions, respectively, ω is the angular frequency of the
sinusoidal wave, and φ is the phase angle. The angular frequency
is in turn defined by the following equation:

ω � 2π(2 · N · G · C
60n

),
where N is the engine speed, G is the number of cylinder groups
connected to the turbine inlet, C is the number of cylinders in
each cylinder group, and n is the number of strokes per cycle.
Note that Pesiridis’ version of the equation has an additional sin
(ωt)min term which is derived empirically from the turbocharger
flow characteristics observed in gas stand experiments. Since no
gas stand data for the NS111 turbine rack position oscillation
were available, this term was omitted.

The maximum ACT rack position is taken to be the equivalent
VGT rack position at the operating point being studied, while the
minimum ACT rack position can be varied to control the peak-
to-peak amplitude of the signal depending on the boost pressure
and torque requirements. However, there exists a minimum

threshold beyond which the minimum rack position cannot be
decreased, as the flow into the turbine inlet could become choked,
i.e., the Mach number of the flow at the turbine inlet is 1. This
threshold is calculated using the pressure-Mach number
correlations for isentropic choked flow (Anderson, 2002):
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Since the turbine inlet area is directly proportional to rack
position, the ratio of rack positions is equal to the choked flow
area ratio, and the rack position ratio obtained from the
aforementioned correlations can be used to evaluate the
minimum allowable rack position kpmin,ACT, and therefore the
maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of the signal is as follows:
kVGT − kpmin,ACT.

Based on the ACT theory presented in this section, it can be
seen that the ACT performance is primarily dependent on two
factors: the peak-to-peak amplitude and the phase angle of the
actuation signal. It was therefore decided to examine the impact
of both these factors on the turbocharger and overall engine
system performance using a full factorial design of experiments
(DoE) approach. The next section describes in detail the engine
specifications, the procedure used to calibrate the simulation
models used in this study, and the simulation methodology itself.

ENGINE MODEL CALIBRATION
PROCEDURE AND SIMULATION
METHODOLOGY
Engine and Operating Point Specifications
Simulations were based on the General Motors (GM) Z19 DTH
1.9 L light-duty turbocharged diesel engine that was converted to
run on RCCI. The specifications of the engine and the
turbocharger are given in Table 1.

The operating point examined for this study was 8 Bar BMEP
at 3,000 rev min−1, which corresponds to a typical highway cruise

TABLE 1 | General motors Z19 DTH light-duty engine and Garrett M53
turbocharger specifications.

Engine specifications
Bore (mm) 82
Stroke (mm) 90.4
Connecting rod length (mm) 145.54
No. of cylinders 4
Displacement (L) 1.9
Compression ratio 15.1
EGR circuits HP and LP Loops
Intake valve closure (Deg. BTDC) 132
Exhaust valve opening (Deg. ATDC) 112

Turbocharger specifications
Turbocharger make and model Garrett M53 VGT
Turbine model NS111
Turbine wheel diameter (mm) 39.9
Compressor model C101
Compressor wheel diameter (mm) 41.9

TABLE 2 | Operating parameters for cruise condition—8 Bar BMEP at
3,000 rev min−1.

Parameter Value

Intake manifold pressure (Bar) 1.572
Intake manifold temperature (K) 314
Fuel energy (J) 930.4
Engine speed (rev/min) 3,000
Gasoline quantity (mg/cyl/cyc) 18.34
Diesel quantity (mg/cyl/cyc) 2.44
EGR fraction (%) 0
Gasoline start of injection (SOI) (deg. ATDC) −227.4
Diesel pilot SOI (deg. ATDC) −54
Diesel main SOI (deg. ATDC) −20.7
Pilot injection fuel split (%) 60
Main injection fuel split (%) 40
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condition for a light-duty passenger car. Details of the operating
point are given in Table 2.

For this simulation study, both one-dimensional gas dynamics
and three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
models were used to study the impact of active control
turbocharging on RCCI combustion performance and
emissions. The following subsection describes the features of
the models and the procedure of their calibration to
experimental data.

GT-POWER and KIVA-3V Model Calibration
A GT-POWER model of the GM 1.9 L engine was used to
simulate the gas exchange process, obtain the intake charge
properties at IVC for 3D CFD, and study the turbocharger
and overall engine performance. The Garrett M53
turbocharger in the GT-POWER model was modeled using
supplier generated performance maps for the turbine and
compressor. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the GT-POWER
Model; note the four port fuel injectors added to the four intake
runners (one for each intake runner) to simulate dual fuel RCCI.

The in-cylinder combustion between IVC and EVO was
modeled in KIVA-3V using a 1/7th sector mesh with periodic
boundary conditions as the DI injector had 7 holes. Figure 2
shows the sector mesh used, and Table 3 provides the details of
the mesh features.

The reduced primary reference fuel (PRF) mechanism
developed by Wang et al. (2013) comprising 48 species and
142 reactions was used for combustion chemistry calculations.
Iso-octane was used as the surrogate to model the chemical and
physical properties of gasoline, while n-heptane was used as the
surrogate for the diesel chemistry and tetradecane was used to
model the diesel spray break up, collision, and evaporation. To
reduce computation time, the SpeedCHEM algorithm and the cell
clustering technique developed by Perini et al. (2012) and Perini
(2013) were incorporated into the CFD model. Figure 3 shows
the flowchart outlining the steps involved in themodel calibration
procedure.

As the flowchart shows, the fuel quantity, boost pressure, and
heat release rate from experiment at 8 Bar BMEPwere fed into the
multicylinder GT-POWER model to obtain the in-cylinder

FIGURE 1 |GT-POWERmodel schematic for GM 1.9 L light-duty RCCI engine. The arrows show the direction of air and exhaust gas flows through the respective
manifolds.

FIGURE 2 | Sector mesh of GM 1.9 L engine cylinder used for KIVA-3V
simulations.

TABLE 3 | Computational grid features/characteristics and physico-chemical
properties of fuel surrogates used in the KIVA-3V CFD model.

KIVA-3V computational grid characteristics
Cells at IVC 6,213
Cells at TDC 2,034
Radial resolution (mm) 2.6
Azimuthal resolution (°) 2.9

Physico-chemical properties of fuel surrogates
Lower heating value of iso-octane (MJ kg−1) 44.66
Heat of vaporization of iso-octane (kJ kg−1) 350
Octane Number of iso-octane 100
Lower heating value of N-heptane (MJ kg−1) 44.92
Heat of vaporization of Tetradecane (kJ kg−1) 359.49
Octane number of N-heptane 0

Note that the physical properties of tetradodecane are used as the surrogate to model
the physical properties of the high reactivity diesel fuel.
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properties of pressure, temperature, and species mole fractions at
intake valve closure (IVC) as well as the crank angle resolved
intake and exhaust manifold pressure profiles. The in-cylinder
properties were then fed into KIVA-3V to perform the chemistry
calculations and calculate the pressure trace. This pressure trace
was fed into a single-cylinder GT-POWER model of the 1.9 L
engine along with the intake and exhaust manifold pressure
profiles at 8 Bar BMEP to perform three pressure analysis
(TPA). In the TPA step, the (Woschni (1967)) heat transfer
multiplier was adjusted to match the heat loss from KIVA-3V
such that the resulting burn rate profile could reproduce the

KIVA-3V pressure trace in GT-POWER. This heat transfer
tuning approach is similar to the tuning methodology used by
Splitter et al. (2013)

The calculated burn rate profile and heat transfer multiplier
value were then fed into the multicylinder GT-POWER model
to obtain values of brake torque, intake air flow rate, and
turbocharger speed. The generated pressure trace, heat
release rate profile, and engine performance parameters were
then compared with the profiles and values obtained from
experiment.

As shown in Figure 4, the in-cylinder pressure was predicted
by simulation with acceptable accuracy. The peak heat release
rate is however slightly underpredicted compared with
experiments despite state-of-the-art models being used,
indicating that there are some modeling uncertainties in heat
release prediction. However, the discrepancies do not affect the
conclusions of the study, and the rest of the heat release rate
curve (especially the ramp up and ramp down portions) is
predicted with acceptable accuracy. Moreover, from Table 4, it
can be seen that the engine system performance parameters
such as brake torque and turbocharger speed were predicted
with good accuracy. Therefore, the GT-POWER and KIVA-3V
models can be taken to be calibrated at the 8 Bar BMEP
operating point.

FIGURE 3 | Model calibration methodology.

FIGURE 4 | Pressure and heat release rate curve comparison between
simulation and experiment at cruise condition.

TABLE 4 | Comparison of engine performance parameters between test cell and
simulation for the 8 Bar BMEP at 3,000 rev min−1 cruise condition.

Parameter ↓ Test cell Simulation Discrepancy (%)

Brake torque (Nm) 121.57 122.69 0.92
Compressor outlet
temperature (K)

358.15 357.58 −0.16

Turbine inlet pressure (Bar) 1.688 1.684 −0.24
Turbocharger speed (k rev min−1) 129.25 129.8 0.43
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ACT Simulation Procedure
To simulate the active control turbocharging (ACT) strategy in
GT-POWER, the default VGT rack position controller was
removed from the baseline multicylinder model and replaced
with a control circuit shown in Figure 5. The structure of this
circuit is similar to that found in Pesiridis et al. (2011). The
control circuit consists of an equation block, which takes the
inputs of engine speed, the maximum and minimum rack
positions, phase angle, and time and feeds them into the ACT
sinusoidal signal equation introduced in the ACT theory section.

As indicated in the ACT theory section, the engine speed has
to be converted into a corresponding actuation signal frequency
to be fed into the equation block using the angular frequency
correlation. For the 4-stroke inline 4-cylinder GM 1.9 L engine,
there is only 1 cylinder group G, with 4 cylinders in the group.

Operating at 3,000 rev min−1, this gives a signal frequency of
100 Hz and an angular frequency of 200 π rad s−1.

For the cruise operating point investigated in this study, the
maximum rack position was the equivalent rack position for VGT
operation, which is 0.5654. The minimum possible rack position
was calculated by feeding in the turbine inlet static and stagnation
pressure values for VGT operation into the pressure-Mach
number correlation equations presented in the ACT theory
section. Table 5 lists the maximum and minimum possible
rack positions, as well as the static and stagnation pressures at
the turbine inlet for the cruise operating condition.

As mentioned earlier, for this study, a full factorial design of
experiments (DoE) comprising the two factors of sinusoidal
signal peak-to-peak amplitude and signal phase angle was
performed, with 5 levels for each factor, giving a total of 25
runs. The amplitude was varied from 20% of the maximum
amplitude to 100% of the maximum amplitude, in intervals of
20%, while the phase angle was set to values of 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, and
240° for each amplitude ratio. The phase angle values chosen for
this study are the same as those used in the previous studies of
Rajoo et al. and Pesiridis et al. The reason as to why specifically
the phase angle values of 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, and 240° were chosen in
the original studies (and by extension, in this study) has to do
with appropriately timing the rack position amplitude peak and
hence the maximum turbine inlet area to the arrival of different
“segments” of the exhaust pulse at the turbine inlet. The 30° and
60° phase angles time the peak turbine inlet area to the arrival of

FIGURE 5 | ACT control circuit in the GT-POWERmodel. Note that the VGT rack controller template has been removed and replaced with an ACT equation block
template which requires the simulation clock, minimum rack position, maximum rack position, and phase angle as inputs. A toggle switch is also included in this circuit to
switch between VGT and ACT if needed. Structure of this circuit is similar to the Ricardo WAVE setup found in Pesiridis et al. (2011).

TABLE 5 | Calculated values of ACT parameters for the 8 Bar BMEP at
3,000 rev min−1 cruise condition.

Parameter Value

Turbine inlet static pressure—VGT operation (Bar) 1.684
Turbine inlet stagnation pressure—VGT operation (Bar) 1.737
VGT rack position (maximum ACT rack position) 0.5654
Minimum possible ACT rack position 0.203
Maximum peak-to-peak amplitude 0.3624
Waveform frequency (Hz) 100
Waveform angular frequency (rad s−1) 200π
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the early part of the blowdown segment and the peak pressure
segment, respectively, while the 90° and 240° phase angles time
the peak inlet area to the arrival of the exhaust pulse somewhere
toward the end of the blowdown segment and during the cylinder
evacuation segment, respectively. The phase angle selection
would depend on which segment of the exhaust pulse one
would like to maximize the exhaust energy extraction.

The following constraints/limits were imposed for this DoE
study:

1. Peak cylinder pressure limit of 180 Bar.
2. Maximum allowable peak pressure rise rate of 14 Bar

deg−1.
3. Constant air-fuel ratio.
4. 0% EGR.

EGR fraction and air-fuel ratio were kept the same as for the
baseline VGT condition since the objective of this study is not to
optimize the combustion recipe for ACT but to investigate the
sensitivity of the amplitude ratio and phase angle on the
combustion process as well as overall system performance and
to understand ACT’s potential over a traditional VGT operation.

The flowchart in Figure 6 depicts the DoE methodology. For
each run, the amplitude ratio and phase angle corresponding to that
run were fed into the multicylinder GT-POWERmodel to calculate
the IVC pressure and temperature and the mole fractions of the gas
components in the intake charge. To keep the air-fuel ratio
constant, GT-Suite’s direct optimizer was used to evaluate the
new fueling quantity for each combination of amplitude ratio
and phase angle. The calculated values of IVC pressure, IVC
temperature, intake charge component mole fractions, and diesel
fuel quantity were then fed into KIVA-3V to calculate the pressure
trace for each combination of amplitude ratio and phase angle. The
KIVA-3V pressure trace, along with the crank angle resolved intake
manifold and exhaust manifold pressure profiles corresponding to

each run, was fed into the single-cylinder GT-POWER model to
perform TPA to generate the burn rate profile for that run, which
was then fed into the multicylinder GT-POWER model to evaluate
the engine and turbocharger performance parameters.

In the next section, detailed results of the DoE study will be
presented and discussed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Results and Discussion section is further divided into
multiple subsections. In the first subsection (“In-Cylinder
Combustion Performance Results”), the in-cylinder
combustion performance results are presented and discussed,
following which the turbocharger and overall engine performance
results are covered in “Turbocharger and Overall Engine
Performance Results” section. Section “Emissions Results”
covers the impact of the ACT strategy on NOx and soot
emissions, and finally, section “Comparison of Results
Obtained for ACT Applied to RCCI with Results from
Currently Available Research Literature on the ACT
Concept” discusses the implications of the observed results as
compared with ACT research work available in the current
literature.

In-Cylinder Combustion Performance
Results
Figure 7 shows the pressure and heat release rate curves for the
baseline VGT case and some of the cases, namely, the 40 and 60%
amplitude ratio with 0° and 90° phase angle for each amplitude
ratio. As the plots show, with increasing amplitude, the higher in-
cylinder trapped mass at IVC results in a higher pressure at the
end of the compression stroke, resulting in more favorable
kinetics for higher peak cylinder pressures (PCP) and an

FIGURE 6 | Design of experiments simulation methodology.
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earlier and more rapid heat release. For example, going from 40%
amplitude ratio with phase angle at 0° to 60% amplitude ratio at
the same phase angle causes the in-cylinder trapped mass to
increase by 6.96%, which causes the PCP to increase by 10.8%
from 149.3 to 165.4 Bar.

Within the same amplitude ratio, the increase in trapped mass
due to the change in phase angle is not as drastic as the increase in
trappedmass as the amplitude ratio is changed. At 40% amplitude
ratio, changing the phase angle from 0° to 90° gives an increase of
1.94% in the trapped mass, which in turn gives rise to a PCP
increase of 3.8% from 149.3 to 155 Bar.

Figure 8 shows the PCP and peak pressure rise rate variation
with amplitude ratio and phase angle for the different runs.
Within each amplitude ratio, increasing the phase angle from
0° to 90° causes the PCP to increase due to increased air flow into
the cylinders but drops from 90° to 240° due to decreased air flow.

Peak pressure rise rate also increases with increasing phase angle
from 0° to 90° but decreases as the phase angle is further increased
to 240°. Notice however, that adjusting the amplitude ratio results
in a more significant change in the PCP and peak pressure rise
rate than adjusting the phase angle. Also, at higher amplitude
ratios, the effect of increasing phase angle on PCP and peak
pressure rise rate becomes more pronounced but still not as
pronounced as the effect of increasing amplitude.

Figure 9 shows the variation of the crank angle at 50% fuel
burnt, CA50 with respect to amplitude ratio and phase angle. It
can be seen that as the amplitude ratio increases, the CA50 tends
to get more advanced. Beyond 60% amplitude ratio, the CA50
value is pushed back to before TDC for all phase angles.

As discussed earlier, the more favorable kinetics resulting from
higher pressures at IVC give rise to the higher PCP values
observed with increasing amplitude ratio. The favorable

FIGURE 7 | Impact of ACT amplitude and phase angle on (left): in-cylinder pressure and (right): heat release rate. Amplitude appears to have a bigger impact on
pressure and heat release rate than phase angle.

FIGURE 8 | Impact of amplitude ratio and phase angle on (left): peak cylinder pressure and (right): peak pressure rise rate.
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kinetics at higher amplitude ratios are also responsible for an
earlier and more rapid heat release that results in more advanced
CA50 timings and higher peak pressure rise rates at those ratios.
The PCP limit of 180 Bar is exceeded at 80% amplitude for phase
angles of 60° and 90° and for all phase angles at 100% amplitude
ratio, while the peak pressure rise rate limit of 14 Bar Deg−1 is
exceeded beyond 40% amplitude ratio for all phase angles.

Turbocharger and Overall Engine
Performance Results
Figure 10 shows the impact of amplitude ratio and phase angle
on turbocharger shaft speed and turbine isentropic efficiency.
Due to the higher fueling and higher trappedmass while keeping
air-fuel ratio constant during ACT operation, the exhaust gas
flow rates through the turbine are higher for ACT operation

over VGT operation. This in turn results in higher levels of
absolute exhaust enthalpy arriving at the turbine inlet, giving
higher shaft speeds. Similar to the trends observed in the
combustion performance parameters, shaft speeds show a
slight increase with increasing phase angle up to 90° at each
amplitude ratio due to slight increase in the exhaust flow rates
up to this point. In addition, the higher exhaust flow rates
contribute to increased pressures at the turbine inlet, thereby
contributing to a higher expansion ratio across the turbine and
therefore increased isentropic efficiency. Beyond a 60%
amplitude ratio however, the turbine efficiency begins to
drop as the enthalpy utilization by the turbine becomes less
efficient despite the overall flow rate and power extracted by the
turbine continuing to increase. The minimum rack position at
higher amplitude ratios causes the turbine inlet area to become
too restricted, thereby causing the backpressure to increase such
that the pumping penalty is greater than the turbine efficiency
improvement due to higher pressure ratios.

While the impact of changing the phase angle on the turbine
efficiency is not as significant as the impact of changing the
amplitude ratio, the effect of changing phase angle becomes more
pronounced within the higher amplitude ratios. This shows that
adjusting the timing where the maximum turbine inlet area is
achieved in an engine cycle affects the quantity of exhaust energy
that can be recovered. Clearly, as the phase angle increases up to
90°, a greater portion of the blowdown segment becomes available
at the turbine inlet as the maximum inlet area is reached. At 240°,
since the high energy blowdown segment has ended and we are
well into the evacuation segment, not much exhaust energy is
available and so the efficiency drops.

Compared with VGT operation, the compressor efficiency in
ACT operation, as well as the intake fresh air flow rate, is higher
for all amplitude ratios, as shown by the scatter plots in Figure 11
and the C101 compressor map in Figure 12. As the power
generated at the turbine increases with increasing amplitude
ratio and phase angle up to 90°, a larger amount of fresh air is
inducted by the compressor, leading to higher fresh air flow rates.

FIGURE 9 | CA50 variation with amplitude ratio and phase angle.

FIGURE 10 | Impact of amplitude ratio and phase angle on (left): turbine isentropic efficiency ηt and (right): turbocharger shaft speed.
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A substantial increase in compressor efficiency is observed
with an increase in amplitude ratio up to 60%, and the operating
point shifts closer to the heart of the compressor map, as shown
by the compressor map contour plot in Figure 12. Further
increasing the amplitude ratio beyond 60% gives a negligible
rise in efficiency as the compressor is already close to its peak
efficiency of 78%. Thus, despite the increased exhaust enthalpy
extracted by the turbine, there is a limit as to how much more
efficiently the compressor can utilize this enthalpy beyond the
60% amplitude ratio, resulting in a plateauing of the compressor
efficiency as shown in Figure 11. As the mass flow rate increases
while the efficiency has peaked with increasing amplitude ratio
beyond 60%, the operating condition appears to start gradually
moving toward the choke region of the map.

Figure 13 shows the impact of amplitude ratio and phase angle
on brake torque and brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC).
Torque is higher for ACT operation due to higher fueling and
greater air flow into the engine, which results in a greater working
fluid quantity that in turn gives higher pressures and hence an
increase in the torque output at the crankshaft. The impact of
amplitude ratio on torque is more significant than the impact of
phase angle since the air flow and fueling increase resulting from
increased amplitude ratios is much greater than the increase
resulting from phase angle changes. At each amplitude ratio, the
torque generated is greatest at a 90-degree phase angle.

With regards to BSFC, the overall fuel economy is better with
ACT at all amplitude ratios and phase angles than with VGT. This
indicates that the exhaust enthalpy extraction by the turbocharger

FIGURE 11 | Impact of amplitude ratio and phase angle on (left): compressor isentropic efficiency ηc and (right): intake fresh air flow rate.

FIGURE 12 |C101 compressor map showing the operating points for baseline VGT operation and ACT operation. Note that with ACT, the compressor efficiencies
are higher, and the operating points move closer to the heart of the map.
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is improved with actively varying the rack position sinusoidally
over traditional VGT rack position variation. An assumption
made when calculating the BSFC is that the work input needed to
oscillate the rack position sinusoidally is negligible in comparison
to the total fuel energy.

The BSFC trendlines for the 20 and 40% amplitude ratios
appear to fall on top of each other. Although a significant increase
in torque is observed as the amplitude ratio is increased from 20
to 40%, the BSFC change is not significant because the required
change in fueling per unit energy is not as significant between
these two amplitude ratios as it is when the amplitude ratio is
increased beyond 40%. This is possibly due to the increase in
pumping penalty balancing out the increase in gross indicated
efficiency as the amplitude ratio is increased to 40% from 20%.
Beyond 40%, the increase in pumping penalty due to the higher
backpressures is greater than the increase in gross indicated
efficiency with a further increase in amplitude, causing the
BSFC to increase.

Within each amplitude ratio from 40% onwards, BSFC slightly
increases with increasing phase angle up to 90° and then drops
again. This is perhaps due to slight increase in pumping losses
within each amplitude ratio as the overall engine backpressure
increases and therefore more work is required for the gas
exchange process. The lowest BSFC of 188.5 g kW h−1 is
observed at the amplitude ratio of 40% and a phase angle of
0°. This value is 2.8% lower than the baseline BSFC of
194.0 g kW h−1 observed during VGT operation. It is also
important to note that the peak cylinder pressure and peak
pressure rise rate at this lowest BSFC point are 149.3 Bar and
12.8 Bar deg−1, thereby falling within the engine mechanical
limits.

Emission Results
Figure 14 shows the brake specific NOx, soot, unburnt
hydrocarbon (UHC), and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions
for the various amplitude ratios and phase angles. A drastic
increase in NOx emissions is observed with an increase in

amplitude ratio, which is to be expected due to the challenge
in controlling combustion at higher amplitude ratios that leads to
rapid rise in pressure and temperature. Thus, it may be necessary
to use pressure rise mitigation strategies to control emission
formation such as further fuel reactivity stratification, EGR,
and Miller cycle using variable valvetrains to maximize the
benefit of actively controlling the turbine rack position.
Investigation of these strategies is however out of the scope of
this study and will be the subject of a future investigative study as
the objective of this study is to evaluate the ACT technology for
RCCI and identify its strengths and shortcomings in preparation
for further optimization studies.

Soot emissions are already low to begin with as expected from
LTC strategies such as RCCI primarily due to the highly lean
charge-fuel mixtures. As amplitude ratio continues to increase,
the soot emissions show a further decrease.

There does not appear to be a clear trend with amplitude ratio
and phase angle for the UHC and CO emissions. The UHC values
for all cases seem to be between 7.5 and 8.2 g kW h−1. UHC values
appear to show an initial drop as the amplitude ratio is increased
from 20 to 40% and then increases back to levels similar to those
for the 20% amplitude ratio when amplitude ratio is increased to
60%. Then, the UHC values increase as the amplitude ratio
increases to 80%, and as the max. amplitude is reached, the
UHC values seem to drastically vary with phase angle. CO values
hover around 1.1 g kW h−1 for all amplitude ratios, except at 20%
amplitude ratio, where the values are around 1.3 g kW h−1. The
lack of a clear trend here could be due to the fact that combustion
efficiencies are around 97% for all operating points.

Comparison of Results Obtained for ACT
Applied to RCCI with Results from Currently
Available Research Literature on the ACT
Concept
To evaluate the impact of ACT on RCCI engine performance, it is
of interest to compare the results obtained from this study to

FIGURE 13 | Impact of amplitude ratio and phase angle on (left): brake torque and (right): brake specific fuel consumption at cruise conditions.
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those obtained from other ACT studies in the literature. Since no
study thus far has investigated the application of ACT to LTC
strategies, the phenomena observed in this study were compared
with results from ACT applied to conventional diesel
combustion, as well as turbocharger gas stand results available
in the literature.

Similar to the observations from the studies of Rajoo et al.
(2014) and Pesiridis et al. (2011), actively controlling the VGT
rack position with a sinusoidal signal increased the quantity of air
inducted into the cylinders and also helped improve overall
turbocharger energy recovery. This indicates that like in the
aforementioned studies, ACT operation improved the turbine
exhaust energy utilization by appropriately changing the turbine
inlet area to the timing of the exhaust gas pulses arriving at the
turbine inlet. Inducting a greater quantity of air into the cylinders
while keeping the air-fuel ratio constant also helped increase the
crankshaft torque output due to the greater working fluid
quantity.

However, the trends observed in engine fuel economy are
different for this current study compared with the previous
studies of Rajoo et al. (2014) and Pesiridis et al. (2011) The
aforementioned studies discovered that using an ACT showed
negligible improvement in fuel economy over the baseline VGT at
the lower load points, while at higher loads, the fuel economy
deteriorated with ACT. The results presented in this study on the
other hand show that ACT overall shows an improvement in fuel

economy over the baseline VGT case at this medium-load cruise
point. One possible reason for the discrepancy is that the turbine
wheel and volute configurations used in the studies of Rajoo et al.
(2014) and Pesiridis et al. (2011) are different from the turbine
wheel and volute configurations of the NS111 turbine on the M53
turbocharger. The turbines used in the studies of Rajoo et al.
(2014) and Pesiridis et al. (2011) use mixed flow rotors while the
NS111 turbine uses a radial flow rotor. The mixed flow rotors in
the turbines used by Rajoo and Pesiridis cause the exhaust gas to
impact the rotor blades in an angled, nonradial fashion, while the
exhaust flow impacts the blades of the NS111 rotor in a radial
fashion. The different flow incidence angles at the rotor blades
would be responsible for different flow behaviors between the
turbines, which in turn would elicit differences in the exhaust
energy utilization between them (Sun, 2011; Sun et al., 2011;
Lüddecke et al., 2012). This could potentially result in variations
in the turbine and compressor efficiencies, leading to different
overall effects on fuel consumption.

In addition to the rotor design, the tip clearance between the
rotor and the volute for the two turbines would most likely also be
different since the turbine used in the earlier ACT studies is from
a turbocharger designed for a heavy-duty truck diesel engine,
which will have different design requirements from the NS111
turbine designed for a light-duty passenger car application. The
turbine efficiency is also highly dependent on the flow behavior
within the volute and around the rotor, which in turn is

FIGURE 14 | Impact of amplitude ratio and phase angle on (top, left): NOx emissions, (top, right): soot emissions, (bottom, left): unburnt hydrocarbon
emissions, and (bottom, right): carbon monoxide emissions.
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determined by the tip clearance in addition to the rotor geometry
mentioned earlier. The different tip clearances could also
potentially be a major reason for the turbine efficiency
(Keshavarz et al., 2003) and overall system efficiency
discrepancies leading to the differing trends seen in fuel
economy changes between VGT and ACT.

In terms of power recovery by the turbine, the results from this
current study showed that the power recovery and turbine
efficiency increased with an increase in peak-to-peak
amplitude of the signal, similar to what Pesiridis and
Martinez-Botas (2007) and Pesiridis et al. (2011) observed.
However, unlike in Pesiridis’ studies, the impact of phase
angle on the power recovered and efficiency in the current
study was not as significant as it was in the aforementioned
studies. Pesiridis and Martinez-Botas (2007), for example,
discovered that changing the phase angle from 90° to 240° at
60 Hz pulsation (corresponding to an operating speed of 2,400
rev min−1 for a 6-cylinder 4-stroke engine with two cylinder
groups) caused the power extracted by the turbine to increase by
4.28% and the isentropic efficiency to actually drop. In this study,
the isentropic efficiency increased with increasing phase angle up
to 90° and dropped at 240°, and the difference in efficiency
between the 90° phase angle and 240° phase angle at 60%
amplitude ratio is 0.32%. At lower amplitude ratios, the
impact of phase angle on efficiency is reduced further. Besides
the turbine wheel and volute configuration differences described
earlier in this subsection, another possible reason for this
discrepancy in the power recovered could be in the rack
position mechanism differences between the two turbines. The
turbine used in Pesiridis’ studies has a sliding wall mechanism
that controls the turbine inlet area, while the NS111 turbine uses a
pivoting vane mechanism. Since the sliding wall and pivoting
vane mechanisms differ in the way they restrict the inlet area, the
optimal phasing of the rack position to the exhaust pulses arriving
at the turbine inlet would be different for these different
mechanisms. This in turn would lead to differences in
performance between the two turbines over the phase angle
range, contributing to the discrepancies observed between this
study and those of Pesiridis and Martinez-Botas (2007) and
Pesiridis et al. (2011). Indeed, Rajoo et al. (2014) found that
the efficiency drop decreased while the power extracted increased
with a pivoting vane mechanism over the sliding wall mechanism.

Furthermore, the map-based method used in GT-POWER
might not have the fidelity necessary to capture the complex
unsteady gas dynamics taking place in the turbine volute and
rotor passages (Macek and Vitek, 2008; Macek et al., 2009). In the
map-based method, gas stand derived steady flow turbine maps at
discrete and static VGT rack positions are fed into the engine
model, and the software interpolates to find the mass flow rate
and expansion ratios at different rack positions when the
sinusoidal signal is applied. This approach is quasi-transient at
best, and unless the turbine volute and the rotor passages are
discretized into one-dimensional flow components in the model,
similar to the approach used by Macek and Vitek (2008), Macek
et al. (2009), and Macek et al. (2011), the impact of the
continuously changing rack position on the unsteady exhaust
gas dynamics within the turbine might not be accurately

captured. This could be the reason why the impact of phase
angle on turbocharger performance might not be as significant
using the map-based approach. Representing the turbine with
one-dimensional flow components requires extensive validation
using gas stand experiments and detailed multidimensional CFD
simulations of the turbine, which are out of the scope of
this study.

Nevertheless, despite the shortcomings in the turbine
representation in the GT-POWER model, the map-based
approach still takes into account the impact of the sinusoidally
varying rack position and shows a significant sensitivity to the
rack position amplitude, so this shows that the model is able to
somewhat capture the impact of a sinusoidally varying rack
position on the performance of a turbocharger and overall
engine performance.

Another major difference between the engine cycle
simulations performed by Rajoo et al. (2014) and the
simulations executed for this current study would be the
mechanical limits considered. Rajoo’s study considered the
peak cylinder pressure limit to be the only mechanical
constraint, while for the RCCI study, it was also necessary to
limit the peak pressure rise rate below 14 Bar deg−1 in addition to
the PCP limit of 180 Bar. Due to this additional constraint, it was
not possible to exploit the ACT strategy to its full potential by
varying the rack position using a 60% amplitude ratio, where the
turbine efficiencies were the highest without making significant
changes to the combustion recipe. To allow the turbine to operate
at its maximum possible efficiency and make further gains in fuel
economy using the ACT strategy, it will be necessary to redevelop
the combustion recipe at the cruise point such that the CA50 is
kept constant and the heat release is more controlled. This can be
done by reducing the reactivity of the fuel through an increase in
the gasoline to diesel ratio. Heat release could also be controlled
by using EGR or VVA strategies such as early or late IVC Miller
Cam Timing. However, a more detailed investigation on the
impact of these factors while using ACT is needed due to the
strong interaction effects between these factors and is therefore
out of the scope of this study. A thorough simulation study of
combustion recipe optimization for the ACT strategy usingMiller
cycle, EGR, and fuel reactivity reduction will be the subject of a
future study.

In summary, the ACT strategy shows great potential in
improving turbocharger efficiency and overall engine fuel
economy over traditional VGT operating for a light-duty
RCCI engine at a high-speed cruise condition. However, due
to the sensitivity of LTC strategies such as RCCI to the intake gas
flow conditions and fuel reactivity, the gains in fuel economy due
to ACTmay have to be limited. Further investigation is needed on
detailed turbine behavior and combustion controllability to fully
realize the benefits of ACT for RCCI or any other LTC engine
system.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, the impact of active control turbocharging (ACT)
on turbocharger performance and overall fuel economy for a
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light-duty RCCI engine at cruise conditions was investigated using
one-dimensional gas dynamics simulations in GT-POWER coupled
to in-cylinder CFD simulations using KIVA-3V. The goal of this
investigation was to determine the benefits and drawbacks of using
ACT over the conventional VGT configuration. The following
conclusions were drawn from this study:

1. ACT is an effective way to ensure the turbocharger turbine
is able to more efficiently utilize the exhaust energy and
hence increase engine torque.

2. Change in maximum amplitude ratio has a more
significant impact on the combustion and overall system
performance and emissions over the change in phase angle
at cruise conditions.

3. Rapid rises in peak pressure rise rate are observed with
ACT due to higher mass of working fluid (intake charge)
inducted into the cylinders. Beyond 40% max. amplitude
ratio at medium load/cruise point, peak pressure rise rates
become unacceptable. Strategies to optimize the
combustion recipe such that the CA50 is kept constant
and the heat release rate is more controlled at higher boost
pressures are necessary to fully realize the potential
of ACT.

4. BSFC improves initially with increasing amplitude ratio
up to 40% but drops after that due to increased pumping
losses. Increased pumping losses are due to the engine
backpressure showing a large increase over the turbine
efficiency gain, and the compressor operating closer to
peak efficiency of 78% as maximum amplitude ratio is
increased.

5. Best improvement in BSFC over baseline is observed at
40% maximum amplitude ratio and zero phase angle,
which is 2.8% over the baseline VGT case.

Future work will involve a more detailed investigation into the
optimization of the RCCI combustion recipe at the cruise
condition by understanding the impact of EGR fraction, fuel
reactivity, and variable valve timing on the combustion
controllability (i.e., keeping CA50 constant) and determining
the ideal value ranges for these aforementioned factors. The
consequence of using EGR on the turbine and compressor
behavior will also be investigated. In addition, to improve the
fidelity of the turbine model in GT-POWER, the turbine volute

should be discretized into flow components to capture the one-
dimensional gas dynamics effects, and this one-dimensional
discretization should be validated with detailed CFD
simulations of the NS111 turbine with sinusoidal rack position
variation.
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